Abstract
Introduction
In mobile ad hoc network, the failures that are caused by the movement of a mobile host or network disconnection during finding an optimal path from a source to a destination is one of the important issues. These failures cause critical problems because it raises an obstacle to the searching for an optimal path. Moreover, broken path frequently occurs because a mobile host can be moved to other places. To solve these problems, many researchers have been studied for the last decade, but there are no perfect solutions.
In this paper we classify the failure into two types to deal with these problems. One is the predictable failure, which means that a mobile host perceives a breakaway in the path from a source to a destination. Examples of the predictable failure are low battery and moving speed of leaving from the area of broadcasting. The other type is the unpredictable failure, which means that a mobile host cannot perceive leaving from the path. Examples of the unpredictable failure include sudden physical faults by hardware, sudden disconnection, unknown physical faults, and physical faults by external impact.
In this paper, we suggest a novel approach that proactively and intelligently maintains an optimal path for the predictable failures. To transmit the response message, DSR [1, 2] or AODV [3, 4, 5] algorithms reuse a path that was established during the message transfer request. During the transmission for a response message, the occurrence of failure is critical, because it needs for extra time and efforts to find a new path from the previous mobile host of the leaving mobile host to the source. In this paper we propose an approach that minimizes these efforts, predicts the failures by itself, and proactively and intelligently addresses the problems to maintain an established optimal path.
We focus on the predictable failure by the mobility of the mobile host and limited power, and describe an approach to maintain an optimal path. The predictable failure by limited power (or battery) is very simple, because it just needs to check the power of mobile host by itself. On the other hand, the predictable failure by the mobility of the mobile host is more complex, because a mobile host considers movement speed of itself and transmission capabilities of neighbor mobile hosts. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related works that introduce how to deal with the failures in DSR and AODV algorithms. Section 3 presents the method that predicts the failures. Section 4 describes the proactive and intelligent method to maintain an optimal path for the detected failures. Section 5 discusses the performance of the proposed approach. The last part of this paper gives conclusions and discusses future researches.
Related Work
In this section, we describe how to deal with the failure of the mobile host on the established path mentioned in existing algorithms such as DSR or AODV. A problem with waiting for a link to fail before route maintenance is carried out is the time failure notification and route re-establishment operations.
Schemes that use Global Positioning System (GPS) information for detecting and handling expected link failures early have been proposed [5] . In [5] , a Preemptive Local Route Repair (PLRR) extension to AODV is proposed. Nodes trigger the preemptive local route repair procedure when they predict that a link on the route to a destination is about to break. All packets are modified so as to contain node positions and motion information obtained using GPS receivers that nodes are equipped with. The problems with this approach are the cost associated with using a GPS and the need for synchronization between the internal clocks of nodes. In DSR or AODV, the process of recovering from the failure of the mobile host on the established path is achieved by re-establishing the path from the previous mobile host of the leaving mobile host to the source through the repeated broadcasting. Figure 1 represents the established path from a source to a destination for message transmission request in DSR or AODV. As shown in Figure 2 , if transmission error is caused by the failure of mobile host B during the transmission of a message, then mobile host C, the previous mobile host of the leaving mobile host, finds a new path to the source node through repeated broadcasting.
Failures in DSR or AODV can be detected through the synchronous message transmission. In other words, the mobile host that receives a message waits for some time to receive the ack. During the waiting time, if the ack is not received then the mobile host recognizes that there is a failure. In case of the failures of the mobile host on the established path, the algorithms such as DSR or AODV are inefficient and sensitive to failures because they have to re-find a new path to the source node through broadcasting.
[6] has proposed the SMPDSR(Split multipath dynamic source routing) algorithm that was improved in terms of fault tolerance than the DSR algorithm. There are two slight improvements in SMP-DSR; the first is the ability of caching in nodes when they learn about routes, the second is the use of three routes including the shortest delay route and two maximally disjoint routes which provide more fault tolerance in WANETS. This research, however, requires additional space and time to learn the established routes. [7] has also suggested a more robust routing algorithm than DSR. A scheme that proposed adding two control messages to the DSR protocol, Route Confirmation Request (CREQ) and Route Confirmation Reply (CREP), requires intermediate nodes, which have a known route to the destination, request that the next hop in the path send a confirmation message back to the source. In this method, the operation is added to routing protocol. This operation can increase the routing overhead resulting in performance degradation of MANET which is bandwidth-constrained.
Furthermore, many researchers [8, 9, 10] have proposed local recovery protocols. However, none of them presents available solution to the degradation in path optimality which necessarily occurs over time as successive local recovery operations take place along a route.
Failure Prediction
In mobile ad hoc network, the failure of the mobile host means that the mobile host cannot connect to other mobile hosts because of the faults in mobile host or the change of the context. It can be classified into two types according to the possibility of prediction: the predictable failure and the unpredictable failure. In this section, we describe the failure of the mobile host and how to predict the failures.
Predictable Failure
Predictable failures mean that a mobile host can predict occurrence of the failures such as limited power and the mobility of the mobile host. The failure caused by limited power (or battery) is relatively simple because mobile hosts can predict the occurrence of the failure by checking the battery whether its capacity is less than the threshold . The  value is decided through experiments, and this value should be considered as each host' power consumption. To address this failure, every mobile host on the path should have enough battery capacity to be operational until the job is over. Battery checking is periodically achieved, and if low battery is detected then it finds an agent node to cover itself. On the other hand, the predictable failure by the mobility of the mobile host is more complex, because a mobile host considers movement speed of itself and transmission capabilities of neighbor mobile hosts. We assume that all mobile hosts have broadcasting area. Figure 3 represents the broadcasting area of each mobile host. The striped area in Figure 4 represents that mobile host B can move without any failures. All mobile hosts have their own areas that can move, and if the mobile host leaves this area then failure occurs. Moreover, if the leaving mobile host is on the established optimal path then the optimal path cannot be maintained. A mobile host can predict the predictable failure that is caused by the mobility of itself by checking whether it is placed in the intersection area that is overlapped between the cell of previous mobile host and the cell of subsequent mobile host. To describe our approach, we assume the followings:
First, there is no movement of neighbor nodes because DSR or AODV is useful when the mobile hosts rarely move. Second, each mobile host can make two-way communications with neighbor nodes. Finally, all mobile hosts have the same size of broadcasting area. Because of this last assumption, a mobile can get movable area.
Our approach predicts the failure according to the following order. ① Decide broadcasting areas of previous and subsequent mobile hosts, and then take coordinates of those.
② Calculate the intersection area.
③ All nodes can calculate the movement speed of itself by checking the location of itself periodically.
A mobile host can predict the occurrence of the failures when it has short distance for speed by using the movement speed of the mobile host. In our approach, all nodes might have different periods that are used to check the location. It is related with the movement speed of a mobile host. In case of all nodes having the same period, a fast moving node might leave the movable area before the next check period. Thus the movement speed is in inverse proportion to the check period. In other words, the faster a mobile host is, the shorter it checks the location of itself. This prediction process is started when a mobile host begins to move, and is continued until the end of the movement or the occurrence of the failures.
Unpredictable Failure
Unpredictable failures mean that a mobile host cannot predict occurrence of the failures, such as the failures that are caused by the physical faults of the mobile host, or the changes of the context. These failures will be researched as a future work, because it is complex and difficult to deal with in this paper.
Proactive Failure Recover Scheme
In this section, we describe the proactive and intelligent process for recovering predicted failures.
Find Neighbor and Delegate Power
A mobile host on the established path can proactively and intelligently deal with the failures of itself. It starts with finding the agent to execute the role of the mobile host. The candidates for the agent are placed in the intersection area, which are the neighbors of the mobile host. The mobile host delegates power to one of the candidates.
There are two methods for discovering the agent that is delegated from the leaving mobile host. The first method is broadcasting to all neighbors. The second one is unicasting to a neighbor mobile host that is randomly selected to delegate the power of the leaving mobile host.
In the first case, a mobile host sends delegation request message to neighbors through broadcasting, and then selects the mobile host that most quickly sends a response message, as shown in Figure 5 . In the second case, the mobile host sends delegation request message to candidates randomly, as shown in Figure 6 . Unfortunately, if there are no candidate neighbors, a critical worst case, it has to re-build the path for the reply message through broadcasting as shown in Figure 7 .
Our approach adopts both of the two discovering methods to find an agent mobile host. Of course, each method has some advantages and disadvantages. Broadcasting method uses more message transmission than unicating method. But this method can receive relatively rapid reply messages. On the other side, unicasting method may use less message transmission than broadcasting method. In the worst case, unicasting method sends a message to all neighbors to find agent mobile host. But, in most cases it uses relatively less message transmissions than broadcasting method. In best case, it uses just one message transmission. But, it also has some disadvantages. Unicasting method may take a long time to receive a reply message if the mobile host cannot receive any reply messages from neighbor mobile hosts. In our approach, a mobile host out of the area knows how many neighbors exist in the intersection area between itself and previous and subsequent mobile hosts on the established path. 
Notify Previous Mobile Host
The second step to deal with the predicted failures is to notify the failure and related information such as ip address for the agent node to the previous mobile host on the established path, as shown in Figure 8 . The mobile host that has predicted failures transmits the notification message to the previous mobile host on the established path. It synchronously communicates with the previous mobile host, and the transmission has to complete before the occurrence of the failure. 
Discussion
In this section, we describe the efficiency and the robustness of the proposed approach.
Small Error Messages
Existing algorithms such as DSR or AODV need many message transmissions to recover the failure of the mobile host on the established path, because it re-builds a new path to the source through repeated broadcasting. On the other hand, our approach needs a few message transmissions to recover the failure, because it needs just one broadcasting to find an agent node instead of repeated broadcasting. For example, assume that each mobile host in Figure 2 has n neighbors. To find a new path from C to the source node, it needs 4•n message transmissions in worst case. In contrast, our method needs n message transmission to find an agent node, and an additional transmission for the notification message, a total of n+1 message transmissions. Therefore, our proposed approach uses fewer message transmissions than existing algorithms in a more efficient manner.
Time for Recover
Existing algorithms such as DSR or AODV need much time to recover the failure of the mobile host on the established path, because it re-builds a new path to the source through repeated broadcasting. On the other hand, our method can recover in relatively shorter time, because the other mobile hosts on the established path can be reused.
As an example, let us define the followings: t: the time of message transmission or broadcasting. w : the waiting time for response message.
Considering Figure 2 again, to find a new path from C to the source node, previous algorithms need time in proportion to 4•t•w in worst case. On the other hand, our method needs only 4•t. Therefore, our proposed approach is more efficient by spending shorter time than existing algorithms.
Conclusion
This paper has suggested an efficient novel approach to recover the predictable failures. We focus on the method of recovering the predictable failures. Our proposed approach is more efficient in terms of recovering time and the number of message transmissions for the failure recovery than the routing algorithms that reuse the established path for message transmission requests, such as DSR or AODV. In our approach, each mobile host can proactively and intelligently predict and recover the failure.
In future, we are planning to deal with unpredictable failures, which are complex and difficult to detect and recover because they occur suddenly. Also, our approach makes many assumptions, and as a result, our approach is narrowly applicable to very specific environments. Our future work includes generalizing the current approach by removing most of these assumptions.
